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The Orion Nebula,
also known as Messier 42, M42, or NGC 1976, is a diffuse nebula situated in the Milky Way, being south
of Orion’s Belt in the constellation of Orion. It is one of the brightest nebulae, and is visible to the naked
eye in the night sky. M42 is located at a distance of 1,344 light years and is the closest region of massive
star formation to Earth. The M42 nebula is estimated to be 24 light years across.
This spectacular nebula was captured by 45 cm Cassegrain telescope at Arthur C Clarke Institute. The
camera is Cannon Mark III color CCD connected to the prime focus of the telescope.

Observation of Total Lunar Eclipse – 31 January 2018
A total lunar eclipse was observed on 31 January 2018 at Arthur C Clarke Institute. Due to heavy cloud
cover, the totality could not be observed. After the totality, the moon was appeared through the clouds
and the partial eclipse was captured.
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ACCIMT embarked upon a project to design, develop, test
and launch of Sri Lanka’s first ever Nanosatellite
Arthur C Clarke Institute for Modern Technologies initiated a project to design, develop, test and the
launch of first ever Sri Lankan Nanosatellite in collaboration with one of the world’s prestigious universities
in aerospace, the Samara State Aerospace University(SSAU) working in conjunction with the State Space
Rocket Center, in Russia.
Apart from that the ACCIMT would be teaming up with academics and professionals from local universities
and other related government organization to make this endeavor a success. Nanosatellites can be built in
standard format known as a Cube-sat, a 10 cm cube, weighing 1-10kg. Some Nanosatellites comprised units
of two or three cubes. Satellites of this scale and other small satellites are moving from being experimental
kit to delivering useful scientific data and commercial services.
Nanosatellite provide much of the performance
of a conventional satellite for a fraction of the
cost. Further latest technological advancements
in smartphones and other miniature consumer
electronic products provide wealth of readymade technological developments that can be
incorporated to nanosatellites to perform most of
the functions of conventional satellites, bringing
the development cost as well as weight requirement
down by considerable proportions. This results in
increased number of opportunities for the usage
of nanosattellites in commercial and other related
applications.
The Russian expert team from Samara State Aerospace University was led by Prof. Igor Belokonov, a
leading Russian specialist in the field. During the workshop a team of Sri Lankans were given an overview of
the project with the aid of a SWOT analysis, a basic roadmap and a human resources development proposal
was developed.
In April 2017 two groups from the ACCIMT visited Samara National Research University for two training
programmes in Nanosatellite technology. The training programmes included lectures in the sphere of
space engineering, analysis of space missions, flight dynamics, space navigation and communications,
technologies of projecting and construction of nanosatellites, its on-board system and pay load,
development of on-board software and visits to various laboratories and test facilities. The two groups
consist of engineers and senior managers from ACCIMT and senior lecturers from University of Peradeniya
and University of Moratuwa.
The ACCIMT plans to launch first nanosatellite in 2020. As per the views of Eng. Sanath Panawennage,
Former Director General & CEO of the Arthur C Clarke Institute for Modern Technologies, development of
nanosatellites and providing technological developments in other allied fields would be a very lucrative
global business in coming years and the space technology programme planned by the ACCIMT would
provide opportunities for Sri Lanka to enjoy the benefits from related business opportunities, which would
be created in the future.
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ADAPTATION OF SCASA TECHNIQUE FOR SURGE PROTECTIVE
DEVICES FOR EQUATORIAL BELT COUNTRIES
Electronics and Microelectronics Division
Modern electronic systems are very susceptible to failures due to high energy transients superimposed
on the power input or the signal ports. In equatorial belt countries like Sri Lanka, lightning activity
is high and it causes severe damage to equipment. To safe-guard electronics from such high energy
transients, surge protection devices (SPD) rated to absorb repeated surges are required. Traditionally,
SPDs use cascaded multiple non-linear devices (NLD) to clamp the transient overvoltage created by a
transient. However, typical NLDs have energy absorption ratings based on short–term basis, and they
have a limited life time.
Supercapacitor assisted surge absorber (SCASA) technique is a
patented novel technique, where a very large capacitor’s continuous
energy absorption capability given by ½ CV^2 could be effectively
coupled with NLDs, filters and a multi-winding magnetic component
for a low component count based SPD where repeated transients
can be absorbed.
In adopting this technique for absorbing severe transients with
several orders of Joules dumped into a SPD, on a repeated basis,
selection of the supercapacitor and the multi-winding magnetic
core is a very critical design-task. Since the combination of the leakage and magnetizing inductances of
the multi-winding magnetic core plays a dominant role, selection of the core is critical.
In absorbing repeated Class-B type surges, in equatorial belt
locations like Sri Lanka, specific attention is required to come up
with a reliable SPD design and this paper presents the design
details and test results for an early-version of a prototype design of
a differential-mode surge protector based on the SCASA technique.
Experimental results generated using a lightning surge simulator
with surge capability up to 6 kV/3 kA is used to validate the results.
Performance of this technique with optimized magnetics is
compared with some selected commercially available surge
protectors sold in Sri Lanka. Test results clearly indicate, the developed device has a much higher energy
absorption capacity than tested commercial products and can be used in commercial surge protectors.
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c, frdlÜ ;rÕdj,sh
wdishd - Ydka;slr l,dmSh wNHjldY ;dlaIK ixioh jd¾Islj
—wdishd - Ydka;slr l,dmSh c, frdlÜ ;rÕdj,sh˜ ixúOdkh
lrkq ,nhs’. ta i|yd Y%S ,xldfjka ;rÕlrejka bosrsm;a lsrSfï
l¾;jHh isÿlrkq ,nkafka wm rg ;=< wNHjldY ;dlaIKh
m%p,s; lsrSfï mqfrda.dó wdh;kh jk kùk ;dlaIK ms<sn|
wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;khhs. fuysoS jd¾Islj whÿïm;% le|ùu
uÕska f;dard.kakd mdie,a isiqka i|yd c, frdlÜ ks¾udKh
ms<sn| ksjeros m%dfhda.sl oekqu ,ndfok jevuq¿ meje;aùfï
isg foaYSh c, frdlÜ ;rÕh mj;ajd tu ;rÕfha ch.%dylhka
cd;Hka;r c, frdlÜ ;rÕh i|yd bosrsm;a lsrSu olajd jk
b;d jeo.;a jQ ld¾hNdrh isÿlrkq ,nkafka kùk ;dlaIK
ms<sn| wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kh úisks.
2004 j¾IfhaoS ´iafÜ%,shdfõ lekanrd kqjr mej;s iuq¿jloS cd;Hka;r c, frdlÜ ;rÕh meje;aùug
uq,skau ;SrKh jQ w;r 2005 jif¾oS tu ;rÕh meje;aùu wdrïN úh. fï olajd tu ;rÕh cmdkh,
bkaÿkSishdj, bkaoshdj, úhÜkduh wdoS rgj,a lsysmhloS mj;ajd we;s w;r Y%S ,xldj 2005 jif¾ isg
wLKavj tu ;rÕdj,shg iyNd.S fjñka ch.%yK lsysmhla ,nd.ekSug iu;a ù ;sfí’ ta w;=rska 2005
jif¾ cmdkfha mej;s ;rÕdj,sfhka 3 jk ia:dkh;a 2009 jif¾ úhÜkdïfha mej;s ;r.fhka 3 jk
ia:dkho, 2017 jif¾ bkaÈhdfõ mej;s ;r.fhka m,uqjk ia:dkho iy 2018 isx.mamQrefõ mej;s
;r.fhka 1ks ia:dkho ,nd f.k we;.
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The Light Measurement Facility
Industrial Services Division
In line with the initiatives
taken to enhance testing
facilities, the ACCIMT has
started setting up of a light
measurement laboratory
to measure photometric
characteristics of CFL, LED
light sources,which include
AC and DC domestic and
automobile lamps. Setting
up of this new facility
would be beneficial for
manufactures, importers and finally the consumers.
This new facility established at the ACCIMT, enables
either manufacturers or importers to find out
performance of their products with respect to rated
or anticipated specifications. Hence more importantly
manufacturers would be able to continuously improve
their products. This facility will be able to measure not
only photometric characteristics but also electrical
characteristic of a bulb with very high precision.

The electrical parameters
that can be measured
include total harmonic
distortion,
power
consumption,
wattage,
voltage and current and
photometric parameters
include luminous efficacy,
colour temperature, total
radiant flux, lumen flux, colour coordinates etc.
One of the most latest and upto date version of
integrated software platform is used for testing,
analyzing and report generation purposes. Further
the software package used is one of the most
innovative and user friendly software to measure
specific customer requirements in light measurement.
Compliance against following two Sri Lankan National
standards
• SLS 1225:2002 • SLS 1231 Part 1 2002
for energy efficiency of self ballasted lamps and
performance of lamps can be tested using this facility.

First Radio Astronomy Facility in Sri Lanka
Astronomy Division
Arthur C Clarke Institute is collaborating with e – CALLISTO program which is an instrument array for
solar observation. At present over 70 identical radio spectrometers among 38 nations are in operation
under this program. In this system the CALLISTO Spectrometer receives the solar radio emission which is
emitted by solar flares. The system has three components, the spectrometer donated by the Institute of
Astronomy, Switzerland, the Log – periodic antenna and low noise amplifier, designed and constructed
by the Arthur C. Clarke Institute.
The radio emissions of the solar flares spread along the entire radio frequency region. Therefore the
receiver should have a large bandwidth to grab the radio emission. The CALLISTO receiver bandwidth
is 45 – 870MHz. The antenna is also designed to receive the entire frequency range, 45 – 870MHz. This
type of antennas are unique and known as Log – Periodic antennas. The antenna is around 6 m tall and
3 m span in longest diploes.
The system is operating in 24 hours and connected to the central
server at Switzerland. All other station are also connected to the
main server and whenever a solar radio burst occurs it will be
detected by e – CALLISTO network. (http://www.e-callisto.org)
With this facility, the radio astronomy branch is also initiated in the
Arthur C Clarke Institute in addition to the well established optical
astronomy facility. As the pioneering research, the Institute in
astronomy in the country, the institute will continue its service to
the nation introducing new facilities and technologies.
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Establishment of Spectral Signature bank of Sri Lanka
Space Technology Application Division
Arthur C Clarke institute for Modern Technologies
has spectroscopy facility with hand-held contact
probe and PSR-1100F portable Spectroradiometer
(spectral
range
of
320–1100 nm) which
takes measurements of
spectral reflectance of
targets. This instrument
consists of stand-alone
system
that
works
independently without
the connection of a
PC. This enables high
portability while maintaining the accuracy of the
measurement. Spectroradiometer can be utilized to
collect Spectral Signatures of different surface types
such as water, bare ground, vegetation, etc and any
other materials.

and different land cover types. While establishing
the “Spectral Signature Bank for Sri Lanka” the
collaborative projects are being continued
with Government Institutes and Universities
according to their institutional requirements.
One of the completed projects is “Evaluation of
Spectral signature Characteristics of Traditional
Paddy verities of Sri Lanka”. This project was
carried out in collaboration with Rice Research
and Development Institute, Bathelogoda to
differentiate spectral variations of 22 paddy
varieties in different wavelength regions.
Pigments and Structural sensitivity vegetation
indexes which related for canopy chlorophyll
content, photosynthesis intensity, nitrogen and
water content were employed in this study to find

Spectral signature of a particular object is the
foundation of Hyperspectral Mapping, and it
indicates inherent advantages of Hyperspectral
Remote Sensing (Imaging Spectroscopy) than
Multispectral Remote Sensing. There are many
applications which can take advantage of
Hyperspectral Remote Sensing like Vegetation
types mapping, Forest types mapping, Atmospheric the differences in spectral reflectance among
Studies, Mineral and soil types mapping, Coastal paddy varieties and statistical analysis was
Applications, Urban Applications etc.
carried out. Government and non- government
institutes who interest in spectral data based
Establishment of a Spectral Signature Bank for Sri project or research works, are encouraged to
Lanka is one of the major continuing project using interact with ACCIMT for collaborative works.
this Spectroradiometer, and the instrument has
already been used to collect the spectral signatures
of various traditional Rice verities, Mangrove species
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iQ¾hhd ksrSlaIKh lsrSfï l|jqr
wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kfha wNHjldY fhojqï wxYh uÕska
;drld úoHdj mdie,a orejka yd úYajúoHd, YsIH YsIHhdjka
w;r m%p,s; lsrSu hgf;a jevigyka 2la miq.sh od meje;aúKs’
fuys m<uqjekak reyqKq úYajúoHd,fhaoS mej;s reyqKq ksmehqï
yd kfjda;amdok m%o¾YkfhaoS o fojekak ms<shkao, uOH uyd
úoHd,fha Wiiafm< úoHd wxYh uÕska ixúsOdkh l< úoHd
osk jevuq¿fõoS o meje;aúKs’ reyqKq úYajúoHd,fha jevigyk
i|yd mdie,a orejka .=re Nj;=ka we;=¿ 2000l muK msrsila
iyNd.S jQ w;r ms<shkao, uOH uyd úoHd,fhaoS iyNd.S jQ
mdie,a orejka ixLHdj 1000la muK úh.
fuysoS wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kfha m¾fhaIK úoHd{ pkaok
mSrsia uy;d ;drld úoHdj ms<sn| foaYk meje;ajQ w;r ÿf¾laI
wdOdrfhka iQ¾hhd ksrSlaIKh lsrSfï l|jqrlao meje;aúK’.
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Breast Cancer Care - Mobile App
Information Technology Division
3. facilitates round the clock
communication between patient and
breast care nurse (BCN)

Breast cancer (BC) is the commonest
cancer among women and is the
2nd commonest cancer to affect
humans globally. According to
the World Health Organisation
(WHO), BC incidence vary greatly
worldwide from 19.3 per 100,000
women in Eastern Africa to 89.7 per
100,000 women in Western Europe.
Despite the increasing BC incidence
in the South East Asia, knowledge/
awareness on BC among the Sri
Lankan women is poor. Thus, a
proportion of BC patients present
at an advanced stage where
hopes of survival are low and
will have a poor quality of life
with limited treatment options.
In Sri Lanka, optimum healthcare
facilities are not available in
every hospital. Thus, patients
have to travel to a tertiary care
hospital for further management,
i.e.
ultrasound/mammogram,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

4. facilitates communication between
doctors
concerned
(surgeon/
oncologist) and BCN
Patients come early in the morning,
to get an apointment, for their clinic
to either seek medical opinions/multi
disciplinary team (MDT) decisions or
trace investigation reports; i.e. biopsy
reports. Unfortunately, some of these
patients will have to come back on
another day as their reports are not
available as expected. The time and
money these patients and their
guardians spent is ultimately a waste.
Mobile apps developed so far have
focused on provision of either,
information on BC, guidance on
the histological types or what to do
for treatment related side effects.
“Breast Cancer Care” mobile app is the
first comprehensive app. It provides;
1. information on the breast cancer
(BC)
2. guidance and a schedule for
patients (for investigations, operation
and clinic visits)
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.=re mqyqKq jevigyk
kùk ;dlaIK ms<sn| wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kh cd;sl .=re mqyqKq
wdh;kh iuÕska tlaù .=re WmfoaYljreka i|yd ;drld úoHd
jevuq¿jla mj;ajkq ,eîh.
wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kh Y%S ,xldfõ wNHjldY ;dlaIKh
m%j¾Okh lsrSfï m%uqL wdh;kh f,i bgqlrkq ,nk lemS
fmfkk fufyjf¾ tla wx.hla jk fuys uqLH mrud¾:h jkafka
Y%S ,xldfõ mdie,a isiqkag ,ndfok úoHd wOHdmkh .=Kd;aulj
jeäoshqKq lsrSuhs.
fuysoS m<d;a 9 ksfhdackh jk mrsos .=re WmfoaYljreka 40la
muK iyNd.S jQ w;r Tjqka i|yd foaYk, m%dfhda.sl fhoSï fukau
ÿf¾laIh wdOdrfhka rd;%S wyi ksrSlaIK l|jqrla meje;aúKs.
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wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kfha ;drld úoHd WmfoaYl uydpd¾h
pkaok chr;ak uy;d fuys m%Odk foaYkh mj;ajkq ,eîh.

5. facilities for the doctors concerened
to monitor their patients’ status
6. facilities to share patient’s own
experiences with others
7. information on
workshops on BC

new

events/

8. details of different treatment
locations and BC care products

Sattelite Communication
Ground Station Antenna
Communications Division
The concept of global telecommunication systems using satellites were put forward first in an article
published in the British Magazine “Wireless World” in May 1945 by the science fiction author, Sir Arthur C.
Clarke. From there onwards lot of space activities were carried out by globally, especially countries with
technological capabilities. As a result satellites ranging from sizes of nano, micro, small to large depending
on the applications, operating country technology capacity and orbit of interactions are common today.
The Arthur C Clarke Institute for Modern Technologies is also planning to design, develop and test nano
satellite technology as an initiative to embark into space technology, which operate at AMSAT Satellite
telemetry frequency range and utilize UHF for uplink and VHF for downlink.
As a part of the master plan at present a research team of the institute is involving in setting up of a Ground
Station for telemetry controlling of the nano satellite and data downloading setup.
For satellite communication, commonly used frequency bands and frequency ranges with specific satellite
applications are as follows Table1.1.

Table.1.1 Frequency, Band and general purpose

The design and implementation of a fully capable ground station at the ACCIMT is leading to facilitate
communication requirements for nanosatellite missions which include Bird 3 cube sat in collaboration with
Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan and another two such initiatives with Samara University, Russia.
Nanosatellite missions by its very nature follow a philosophy of low cost and rapid development cycle and
as such the ground station design is also fall within this same framework Fig1.1 shows the ground station
antenna arrangement.

Fig.1.1 VHF/UHF Antenna with Rotation mechanism
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f,dal .%yl oskh
tlai;a cd;Skaf.a ixúOdkh
uÕska cqks 30 osk —f,dal .%yl
oskh˜ f,i m%ldYhg m;alr
we;s w;r fuu jeo.;a oskh
iurñka úfYaI foaYk, jevuq¿,
Ñ;%mg o¾Yk we;=¿ úfYaI
ieureï jevigykla tosk
wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kfhaoS
meje;ajqKs.
ñka jir ñ,shk .Kklg tyd
osfjk w;S;hla ysñ .%yl hkq.
wNHjldYfha mj;sk mdIdK
len,s fõ. mDÓúh iQ¾hhd
jgd .uka lsrSfïoS fuu .%yl
yryd .uka .kakd w;r tysoS

mDÓú
.=re;ajdl¾Ykhg
yiqù fõ.fhka mDÓúh lrd
meñfKh’. .%yl fuu l%shdj,sh
;=<oS wêl r;aùulg Ndckh
ù my< jdhqf.da,h lrd
meñKSfïoS jdhqf.da,fha we;s
Tlaiscka iuÕ uqiq ù oeùhhs.
ta whqrska 1908 cqks 30 osk
gqka.=iald m%foaYhg lvd jegqKq
.%ylhla ksid isÿ jQ úkdYh
iurkq jia iEu jirlu cqks
30 osk —f,dal .%yl oskh˜
f,i kïlr we;’ ;jo, 2013
óg¾ 20la muK l=vd .%ylhla
fya;=fjka mqoa.,hka 1500lg
muK ;=jd, isÿúh. .%yl hkq
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fï whqrska wm fjfik mDÓúhg
;¾ckhlaj mj;sk wdldY jia;=jls.
fuu úfYaI jevuq¿fõoS weursldfõ
fi!r.%y úoHd wdh;kfha fcHIaG
úoHd{ wdpd¾h k,Ska iurisxy uy;d
úiska ialhsma ;dlaIKh Tiafia foaYk
mj;ajk ,oS’. ;jo fuysoS fld<U
úYajúoHd,fha fN!;sl úoHd wOHhk
wxYfha fcHIaG lÓldpd¾h pkaok
chr;ak uy;d úiskao foaYk mj;ajk
,o’.
fuu jevuq¿fõ úfYaI;ajh jkafka
tysoS .%yl ks¾udKh, .%yl fldgia
fmdf<djg jeàfuka wdjdg iEfok
whqre ksrSlaIKh lsrSu ms<sn|j ukd
oekqula fï i|yd iyNd.S jQ ieug
,nd.ekSfï uyÕ= wjia:dj ysñùuhs.

Editorial Board

mdie,a orejka i|yd jevigyka
kùk ;dlaIK ms<sn| wd;¾ iS la,dla wdh;kh úiska
oefha mdie,a ÿjdorejkaf.a wNHjldY ;dlaIKsl oekqu
by< kexùu i|yd odhl jkq jia ixúOdkh lrk fuu
jevigyka ud,dj foaYk iy wdh;kfha we;s ÿf¾laI
Ndú;fhka wyi ksrSlaIKh lsrSug wjia:dj i,idoSu
wdoS b;d jeo.;a wx.hkaf.ka iukaú; fõ.

Janaka Adassuriya
Chinthana Wijewardena
Preethi Liyanage
Parakrama Perera
Shiran Welikala

Design and Compiling
Thushan Wickramasinghe
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